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Our Quality and Service Philosophy: 

SAWING IN A NEW DIMENSION! 
High cutting speed, precise cut, best cutting  
surface and long lifetime, are results of over 
100 Years of Research and Development. 
Constant  adaption on evolution of techniques on the 
market and own creation are driving elements of our 
work. Continuing Co-Operation with Machine- 
Producers, Industry and Institutes and the will to find 
solutions to growing requests, necessities and 
challenge are the base of our Know-How. 

QUALITY, SAFETY, ENVIRONMENT! 
Since existence of our company these topics are 
integrated in our daily work and are permanently 
developed  to meet new requests and possibilities and 
are monitored by a rigid Quality-Management. Relating 
Certifications to ISO, ROHS, IECQ etc. are constantly 
updated und controlled by independent Institutes and 
Officials.  

ECONOMIC SAWING IS SYMBIOSIS OF 
TOOL AND MACHINE! 
Our specialists, with their established skill and in step 
with actual practice experience, will support you and 
your staff to achieve best possible sawing result! 

Innovative Products and Service at the customer is 
our choice and distinguish us from others. 
  
Compare! Ask TENRYU! 

TENRYU EUROPE GMBH 

Ulmer Straße 130 
73431 Aalen 
Deutschland 
Tel. 07361  89084-0 
Fax 07361 89084-29 
Email europe@tenryu.com 
Homepage www.tenryu-saw.com 

TENRYU worldwide: 

TENRYU SAW MFG. CO., LTD.                                 
Japan, Fukuroi  www.tenryu-saw.com 

TENRYU AMERICA INC.                                              
USA, Hebron KY www.tenryu.com 

TENRYU SAW DE MEXICO, SA. DE. C.V.               
México, Silao, Guonajuato www.tenryu.mx 

TENRYU (CHINA) SAW MFG. CO., LTD.                       
P.R. of China, Langfang, Hebei www.tenryu.cn 

TENRYU (THAILAND) SAW MFG. CO., LTD.         
Thailand, Amiphur P., Rayon www.tenryu-saw.com 

TENRYU SAW INDIA PVT. LTD.                                  
India, Neemrama, Rajasthan www.tenryu-saw.com 
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TENRYU produces a full range of Circular Saw 
Blades for cutting Wood, Plastic, Non Ferrous 
and Compounds. 

For any machine and application you will find the 
suitable Saw Blade!


Who is TENRYU: 

TENRYU is  an  international  Enterprise 
with headquarter in Fukuroi Japan and listed  
on the stock exchange. 

(DUNS® Nr. 690662879) 

The company was founded over 100 years ago 
in  1913 and first activities go back to 1910. 

TENRYU is operating around the globe with 
own branches, offices and service centers in  
Asia, Europe  and America and operates with  
Partners and Sales- and Service-Cooperations in 
practically all countries around the World. 
To be near to our customers is the key to perfect 
solutions. 

Our production facilities are located in Japan,  
Thailand and China.  

Over 1000 skilled employees are working for the 
TENRYU Group. 

Principally  we produce Circular Saw Blades to cut 
practically any material like Metals, Non Ferrous 
Metals, Wood and Compounds,  Paper and  
Cardboard,  Stone, Plastics etc. in any form and 
shape. 

The first ever Circular Saw Blade produced  in Japan 
was made by TENRYU and so we are proud and 
legitimate to call us: 

PIONEERS of Sawing Technology!

Some high end applications of our saw blades. 

Application at high 
speed saw mills on 
double arbor sawing 
machines such as 
HewSaw, Linck, 
AriVislanda, Heinola 
etc. 
  
Achieving long life 
time and excellent 
cut surface at 
linespeed up to  
180 meters/minute.

Application on panel and beam sawing machines 
such as Altendorf, Schelling, Holzma, Giben, 
Selco, Biesse and many others. 

Superb finish on all kind of materials and high 
output.


Any execution, standard and custom made. 

All products in highest Precision and Quality! 


